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Wartune sylph refine guide

Everything you wanted to know about silos... but were afraid to ask that I was going to list the skills and statistics sylphs. There are many sites that make them. I'm trying to talk about them, which some of you may not know. I hope it will help you develop sylph more efficiently. Passive form of silifi. Although sylph is in
passive form, it deals with injury based on its own statistics (int/str). Defence of the adversary (mdef, pdef) does not reduce this damage. Awakened in sylph form. Once sylph is awakened in form, it deals with injury based on the total of your attack and yours. The basic formulas are (your attack + sylph attack - opponen't
defense) / 2 * repeaters. For more details, see this article. Resistance movement. Resistance change damage, every 10 points 1.2%. If you have +100 light resistance, you will take 12% less damage from Apollo. Even if your opponent is not awakened, his Apollo is only in passive form, and he uses a lightning bolt! Just
test it: one player to supply Gaia. The second supplies Gaia first, then later apollo. Just use a basic attack later. You deal with a lot more damage from Apollo because Gaia has negative resistance vs. it, and positive vs. another Gaia. Resistance can reduce the will of the crystals, even negative, but you can not get a
greater multiple than 1.2x of your damage in this way. Note that when you fight a monster, your highest resistance is used, not one of its elements. So overall, with gaia electro resist 200 you take less damage from a light monster than apollo light resistance 100. Sylph stats. Sylph's armor stats (mdef, pdef) do nothing
only in sylph arena. Sylph HP, on the other hand, increases its HP. Sylph attack is important in both fights and sylph arenas. For these reasons, if you share points sylph, you should focus on your attack, unless the BR event works: you should switch to points from HP to increase your BR. You can switch to 100 balens.
Leveling the syllable. Leveling silphi is quite a straighforward. Always equip your non-maxed sylph with mpd, TOK, solo dungeons, spiral, bounty quests, Tree of Ancients because they provide the most xp, and pre-sylph. Equip your maxed sylph instead of MPD/TOK only if it is not possible with your weaker sylph. Make
sure if you do not do the above activities, put your sylph on the farm. Even if you have 2-3 maxed out sylph, you should grow a free one if you get some new nice sylph, like Hades. Sylph roles. Apollo. Thanks to the improvement and AE capabilities and extra HP, Apollo is the best sylph arena, group arena and guild
battle. Hades. Hades is great almost everywhere you race in time. Also the best sylph for Mage cw. Gaia. Best WB, and any other place where you need to maximize damage (spire, catacombs, etc.). Not like that. Sylph arena, and wherever you face multiple opponents. Amazon. Same as Gaia, but a little weaker. If you
are mage, you should prefer it because better to get cw. Iris. Wherever you need improvement: group arena, guild battle, MPD. Use sylph arena if you don't have Hades. Pan, Pan is currently considered the most used sylph. However, after the sylph refined is introduced, pans get very strong skills after development, to
the contrary to others. You shouldn't throw your purple Gaia for this, but if you're building your first sylph, it's worth a try. A fascinating sylph with a secret. The real issue here is which sylph will be corrected with the grave. Sepulcrum should be used first to strengthen your sylph arena team so that you can win more
sepulcrum. So give them to Hades or Apollo. If you have to multiply these: one very strong Apollo and 2 weak is much better than the three average. So focus on one sylph first. If you have a very solid sylph arena team, you must build sylph you use WB, battles, etc. (gaia usually). A fascinating mahra. Mahra seems
more valuable than sepulcrum because you get a lot less. But actually, one mahra worth the same one secl in terms of BR getting your sylph. Even so, the more letters/colors your sylph is, the more expensive it becomes to get the same BR from the mahra, while sepulcrum will always give the same BR. So if you have
one or purple sylph, you should ask for sepulrum events instead of mahra. It's more common, but your sylph will benefit more from it. Sylph agriculture. You can farm sylph in sylph atoll for 2 reasons: find the green or blue sylph, and get sepulcrum. Collect essences, turn 60 into sylph, and either happy that you found
your blue sylph, or sacrifice it sepulcrum. The chance of a green sylph is about 5%, the chance of blue, anywhere from 0.2 to 0.3%. Sylph Arena. If you win sylph arena, your sylph can double xp, compared to when you lose. So you should do it to maximize sylph xp: at the beginning of the day, replace your team with
one lvl 1 white sylph. Later, if some people beat you, rebuild your team, and fight your way back to the top, winning every time. Complete freedom to change sylph arena points. I'll tell you well them if enough people read my blog (share it, follow it, and feel free to comment on it too :)) and some of you will even try my
second favorite game (which, imho, is as good a game as Wartune – not so many animations, but no lag either, and the staff is useful and not greedy), Doom. Double attack under World Boss. Sometimes you can make multiple attacks in one round sylph. When you press the room to wake up, immediately start clicking
on the first sylph attack. If, after waking up, the skill icon flashes above your syllable's head instead of showing a static icon, you can use a second attack. Start by hitting the hotkey with your second attack. If the previous triggers, start hitting the third, etc. rune used after waking up. Click Wake, then wait until the
awakening begins. At this exact moment use your rune (preferably to bleed). Usually used in class wars and battlefields. Amnesia rune. Amnesia is a pretty useless rune imho, because even at level 10 (which costs either several years or a lot of money) it blocks only 5 skills out of 8, much worse than chaos. But in
awakened form, sylph has only 5 skills, so you can block everything. So if you know that your opponent has high levels of amnesia, be careful about making it before he does. In the future players will be able to use HS and runes in sylph form, so these amnesia runes will lose the values then. Chaos rune. Sylph delphic is
a devastating attack, player vs player, it usually kills an opponent when already 50% phase. However, you can use the chaos of the rune as a player to kill himself while he still has troops alive. If you have a decent chaos rune that you can use the following trick (running mages only because they can heal): just keep
healing until your opponent becomes, do not harm his troops. If he uses delphic, use chaos. Wartune Sylph Evolution Wartune Sylph Refine the current Sylphs: Pan. Iris, Gaia and Amazon Queen can now evolve or refined stronger Sylph See Pictures below transformation: PAN -&gt; MEDUSA IRIS -&gt; TRITON

AMAZON -&gt; CEREBUS GAIA -&gt; HERCULES APOLLO -&gt; ATHENA HADES -&gt; AEGIS How TO EVOLVE / REFINE SYLPH Sylph Claims Sylph Must Have Purple Quality Pan and Iris Must Be Level 70 and Above Gaia and Amazon Queen Must Be Level 70 and Above Item Requirements Sylph Specify
Components: Where to Get Components Star Tear Shards and Star Sands Can Be Sky Trail and Using Horns Wishing Wall Star Tear Shards and Star Sands Can Also Get Rewards From Gods Descent * 50 Star Tear Shards = 1 Star Tear It Can Be Synth's Blacksmith You Can Choose Which Star Tear You Want to
Synthesize With It. == I hope it helps! :) More for you... ==Internet Download Manager Xilsoft Converter == If you like the post above, kindly share and give it the thumbs up if you can. I appreciate you wasting your time here. Thank you very much! :) About Sylphs Well, sylphs have a big role in this game so first I
introduce sylphs in this game. • You open sylphs when you reach level 50. • You will find sylphs in sylph atoll, which can be found in a cloud city. • Sylph Atoll has 4 floors and these 4 floors contain a type of silif. Floor 1 - Iris (Water Sylph) Floor 2 - Pan (Wind Sylph) Floor 3 - Amazon Queen (Fire Sylph) Floor 4 - Eve
(Electric Sylph) You have to fight these sylphs to collect their essences then swap it (from Alice) for a sylph seal. If you're lucky, you'll get a silphir if you beat them. There are two more sylphs that you can/exchange in the Mystery store. Apollo and Athena (Light) and Hades (Dark) How to buy a sylph seal form a mystery
shop? • If you refresh the secret shop using related balens you will get 10 points. • Collect enough points, then for example if you're going to buy hades pizza you need to have 20,000 points and 10,000 related balens. We know how and where to get them. Now let's look at these silos and against which they are weak.
Iris (Water - HIKE) takes more damage from Electro, Light and Dark Sylphs. Pan (Wind - PATK) takes more damage from Fire, Light and Dark Sylphs. Amazon Queen (Fire - PATK) takes more damage from water, light and dark sylphs. Eve (Electro - MATK) takes more damage from wind, light and dark sylphs. Apollo
(Light - HIKE) takes more damage from the Dark Sylphs. Hades (Dark - HIKE) takes more damage from Light Sylphs. Now we know where sylphs they are weak against, now let's see how to make their sylph stronger. 1. Enchant Sylph Captivating your sylph increases your stats, which makes it stronger. To conjure your
syllable heads Sepulcrums. You will find spellcrum at exchange events or earn by doing daily events. Press Charm. Charm your syllable. What can you do if max has charmed his syllable? Well, its time to upgrade. 2. Upgrade Sylph You can upgrade your sylph using Mahra. Upgrading your sylph increases your sylphs
stats and it increases your stat cap so you can start captivating it again. You can find Mahra at exchange events or earn daily events. Click upgrade. Update your sylph. 3. Sylph Equipment Another great way to increase your sylph BR (battle rating) is through sylph devices. Like your tone, you have equipment that you
can make your sylphile. You need sylph equipment fragments to make sylph devices. You can get these fragments from the Sylph arena and buy a sanctuary shop. • 400 sylph devices fragmented = 1 Sylph devices. You can charm, upgrade, refine and nest the divinity of the soul (like gems) on these sylph devices. Click
on Sylph Devices • Charm you need 3 Magical Moonlight and 3 Glint Magic. You can get these items at sylph arenas and events. There's a limit to the captivating increase in the limit you have to upgrade the devices. • Upgrade You can upgrade your sylph devices to increase your charm limit. Items needed to complete
are obtained through daily events (spiral rubber, shrine shop, etc.) • Specify to improve your silofatic technique need golden holy water, which can spiral chests and other events. Refining equipment gives the equipment different characteristics. • Divinity Souls You can slot this device into the divinity of your stats more.
The souls of divinity are obtained through foresight, coffins, and events. 4. Sylph Skills You can teach your sylph new skills. Make sure to buy the right skills for your sylph because you can't replace any skills according to your will it's automatic. You can buy sylph skills related to balens. 5. Sylph Refinement Of Sylph
Makes Your Sylph Stronger By Increasing Your Stats and Unlocking New Skills. Sylphil has three tiers. The graph is included below, so you can get a better idea. Benefits of refining your sylph • Stat cap increase • New skills • You can make sylph red (Tier 3 sylphs only) Single Element Sylph TypeTier 1Tier 2Tier 3
Water Sylphs Iris Triton Poseidon Wind Sylphs Pan Me dusa goddess Prosperity Fire Sylphs Amazon Queen Cerberus Riselectro Sylphs Eve Hercules Zeus Dark Sylphs Hades Gaia Hecate Light Sylphs Apollo Athena Venus What do you need to refine your sylph? See chart below: Tier 1 SylphUpgrade ItemsTier 2
SylphUpgrade ItemsTier 3 Sylph Iris 1000 Star Sand 10 Star Tear of sylph element 5,000,000 Gold Triton 500 Moon Rock 500 Moon Dust 5,000,000 Gold Poseidon Pan Medusa goddess Eve Hercules Zeus Amazon Queen Cerberus Aries Apollo 1000 Star Sand 10 Star Tear sylph element 500 Divinity Shards 5,000,000
Gold Athena 500 Moon Rock 500 Moon Dust 500 Divinity Stones 5000000 Gold Venus Hades Gaia Tacate Charts from wartune.fandom.com 5. Sylph Fusion Sylph fusion allows you to fuse 2 sylphs into 1, but it is still only available in Light and Dark. You can fuse only Tier 2/Tier 3 Light and Dark sylph after your fully
enchanted. Screenshots from GAEA It will cost you the items shown in the images and 20,000 balens fuse sylph and you can choose which sylph's godcore you want to heritage with your new rendered sylph. What sylph should I use? That's the question we get the most. I think it's good when you get all sylphs. But my
main tone is sagittarius and I use Zesus most of the time because of its good WB, PVP and come in handy in most situations. If you are going to use another sylph in your main better use of PATK sylph if you are a mage, use matk sylph if you are an archer or knight. Extra Details wartune-balens.blogspot.com Apollo Thanks to the healing and AE capabilities and extra HP, Apollo is the best sylph arena, group arena and guild battle. Hades - Hades is great almost everywhere you race against time. Also the best sylph for the mage CW (class). Eve - Best WB, and any other place where you have to maximize damage (spire,
catacombs, etc.). Not so good sylph arena, and wherever you face multiple opponents. Amazon. Same as but slightly weaker. If you are mage, you should prefer it because better to get cw. Iris - Wherever you need healing: group arena, guild battle, MPD. Use sylph arena if you don't have Hades. Pan - Pan is currently
considered the most used sylph. However, after the sylph refined is introduced, pans get very strong skills after development, to the contrary to others. You shouldn't throw your purple Gaia for this, but if you're building your first sylph, it's worth a try. This is it guys, I think I've added everything to Sylph in this guide.
Something might be missing. Check my guide to the sanctuary, too. Let me know if you need to know anything else in the comment section or you can contact us directly by email. Mail.
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